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A human DDoS?



Stakeholders of a DDoS attack



Damages

 Direct Damages

 Loss due to infrastructure 

downtime.

 Paid ransom.

 Customer compensation etc.

 Indirect Damages

 Reputational damage

 Impact on stock price etc.



Questions

 Is there an impact of a successful DDoS attack on the customer behavior of a 

MDNS service provider? If yes-

 How can we measure it?

 Is the impact statistically significant?

 What choices do the customers of the attacked MDNS providers make after the 

attack?



Is there an impact of a successful 

DDoS attack on the customer 

behavior of a MDNS service provider?



Value of a MDNS

Service availability is 

subject to DDoS risk

Service availability, albeit DDoS



How can we measure it?



Modelling Customer Behaviour



Active DNS Measurements

OpenINTEL Dataset[#]

[#] R. van Rijswijk-Deij, M. Jonker, A. Sperotto and A. Pras, "A High-Performance, Scalable 

Infrastructure for Large-Scale Active DNS Measurements," in IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in 

Communications, vol. 34, no. 6, pp. 1877-1888, June 2016.



Trend and Event Window



Large attacks on MDNS service providers

Attack on NS1 on 16th May 

2016.

 Had ~3150 domains 

(.com/.org/.net) one day before 

the attack.

 ~98% domains were exclusive.

Attack on Dyn on 21st

October 2016.

 Had ~167,000 domains 

(.com/.org/.net) one day before 

the attack.

 ~84% domains were exclusive.



Impact on total number of customers

NS1 Dyn



Change in behaviour!

Exclusive Customers Non-Exclusive Customers



Being Non-exclusive…

NS1 Dyn



Domains that stopped using the services of the MDNS provider.



Is the impact statistically 

significant?



Statistical significance of the change in 

behavior variables.

 Ha1: There is no change in the behavior of domains that use an MDNS provider 

after a DDoS attack.

 Ha2: There is no change in the mean of behavior variables in the trend and the 

event period.

Table: Results of T-test on behavioral variables



Choice of Secondary DNS provider



Top Secondary DNS choices before the 

attack.

NS1 Dyn



Top Secondary DNS choices after the 

attack.

NS1 Dyn



Applications



Loss of Customers for Dyn

By the most conservative of estimates 

Dyn lost ~2000 domains due to single 

successful attack event!



Take Away

If we then focus on the aftermath of the attack, we observe a number of 

statistically significant changes:

 A significant number of MDNS customers that were using Dyn’s or NS1’s service 

exclusively switch to non-exclusive use in the aftermath of the attack. 

(Lasting change)

 No significant changes in the behaviour of Dyn customers that were already 

non-exclusive users. 

 In terms of risk management, using multiple providers is a good strategy.

 Most of the customers that became non-exclusive after the attack on NS1 and 

Dyn chose an MDNS service provider as a secondary DNS to further reduce the 

risk of downtime.
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